HOODIES
DO YOU WANT A HOODIE WITH CLUB BADGE
ON THE FRONT (SAME AS POLO SHIRTS-Which you can get from
same supplier – see below – approx £15 for polo shirt)
ALSO
IF YOU WANT YOU CAN HAVE THE CLUB NAME ON THE BACK
The suppliers of our club polo shirts, can also provide HOODIES (zipped up fronts if you want) with the club
badge (as found on our polo shirts) on the front, and if you want (at extra cost) the clubs name on the back.
Where the club badge/logo is being used - No other wording will be allowed other than club name.

These are not being ordered via the club (but the artwork for the badge is held with the supplier, and can be
used for these hoodies) as: a) it costs the club to hold stock b) we have no room for stock c) the technology now
means the supplier does not have to have a minimum number for each order. HOWEVER if three or more of
you order together then you would not have to pay a supplement (about £2.50) as their machine can do several
at a time. IF you want the clubs name on the back there will be an additional cost of about £3.50.

TO SEE THE HOODIES GO TO
www.harlequinclothing.co.uk
approx prices
ADULT HOODIE JH001 - £18.80
ADULT ZIPPED HOODIE JH050 - £21.20
CHILD HOODIE JH01J - £13.50
CHILD ZIPPED HOODIE JH50J - £14.50
Plus supplement if ordered individually

(polo shirts with the club badge on the front can also be ordered from Harlequin Clothing)
FOR SIZES LOOK ON THE WEB SITE or CONTACT DIRECT
(also to place an order)

HARLEQUIN CLOTHING
52 Coniston Road
Basingstoke 01256-811168
And speak to PAUL

Please note, this is not a club stock item, and has only been sourced for the convenience, and in
response to a number of enquiries received; and as we have already as a club paid for the
artwork in order to have the club badge on items of clothing, have spoken to Harlequin to
advise them that it would be in order to use the badge/logo for any club members wishing to
order a HOODIE from them. In the event of any dissatisfaction with an item, you will have to
take it up with them yourself. Also, it is more than likely you can find a cheaper hoodie
elsewhere, but they would not have the artwork for the badge/logo.
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